Rare Squamous Cell Carcinoma In A Psoriatic Patient – Management Challenge!
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Abstract
Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the scrotum, first described by Pott in chimney sweepers in 1775 as occupational cancer, is rare in presentation in our days. Herein, we report a case of squamous cell carcinoma of the penoscrotal region in a psoriasis patient which is rarest as such. However SCC of other sites are known in psoriatic patients following PUVA therapy. Wide excision is the treatment of choice and prognosis depends upon lymph nodes involvement.

INTRODUCTION
Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) of the scrotum is the first cancer reported in association with occupational hazards. Pott pioneered in describing this cancer in chimney sweepers in 1775 and thus also labeled as Pott’s cancer or chimney sweep cancer.1,5 The incidence of this carcinoma has decreased due to improved environmental conditions and occupational awareness.2,3 SCC is also described in patients with psoriasis who are undergoing PUVA therapy, however, it occurs in an area of the skin exposed to sun light4 but it has not been described in the scrotal region. SCC of the scrotum has also been reported with scars of Fournier’s gangrene and scars of infertility procedure. Scrotal squamous cell carcinoma in psoriatic patients is rare.

CASE SUMMARY
A 61 year old male, nonsmoker and nonalcoholic, a known case of psoriasis and psoriatic arthritis for the last 30 year (under irregular treatment), shop-keeper by occupation came to us with a gradually progressive irregular and firm ulceroproliferative growth of size 3 x 4 cm near the penoscrotal junction for last 1 year. The swelling was associated with foul, watery discharge initially but no discharge at present. General physical examination was normal except psoriatic patches all over the body with psoriatic arthritis of the hands. Margins of the growth were rolled out and everted with indurated base (figure1). Bilateral inguinal lymphadenopathy was also present with no focal infective focus in the perineal region or lower limbs. His routine investigations were within normal limit and wedge biopsy from margins showed the lesion to be a squamous cell carcinoma. Wide excision with 2 cm margins was done (figure 2,3) and histo-pathology revealed positive margins. As bilateral lymph nodes were involved along with positive margins, the patient is planned for radiotherapy. Presently the patient is undergoing radiotherapy.

Figure 1
Preoperative figure showing penoscrotal ulcer
DISCUSSION

Squamous cell carcinoma is the most common malignant tumor of the scrotum; however, rare cases of basal cell carcinoma, melanoma, Paget’s disease and sarcoma have been reported.5

Squamous cell carcinoma of the scrotum is the first cancer associated with occupational hazards. First described by Pott in chimney sweepers in 1775 and thus also labeled as Pott’s cancer or chimney sweep cancer.1,5 The etiology of the disease was unclear from the time of Pott until 1922, when Passey gave experimental evidence of the presence of weak carcinogens in soot, as the theory of chronic irritation popular at the time did not fully answer all the questions raised.5 Till today exposure to certain carcinogens in specific occupations such as tar workers, petroleum wax pressmen, paraffin and shale oil workers, cotton mule operators and the screw making industry have been identified as various risk factor as occupation hazards in this cancer.2 However, the incidence of this carcinoma is decreasing due to improved environmental condition, better hygiene, better clothing and occupational awareness.2,3

Squamous cell carcinoma is also described in patients with psoriasis who are under PUVA therapy, however it occur in area of the skin exposed to sun light4 but it has not been described in the scrotal region (usually not exposed to sun). This has also been explained with healed Fournier’s scar6,7 and scars of infertility procedure8. In view of above discussion scrotal squamous cell carcinoma in a psoriatic patient is a rarest entity. We could hardly find any such case reported in literature.

Surgery with a negative resection margin offers the best hope of cure as adjunctive therapy has not proved useful. Prognosis correlates with the extent of nodal involvement. In our case nodal involvement was there and even after wide excision the margins were positive, all were suggestive of regional spread and of poor prognosis, surgery alone was not sufficient so patient was referred to radiotherapy department for further treatment.
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